
Children and adults alike will love this discover tour through the streets of
Fribourg's medieval old town.
The rules of the game could not be easier :

Find the hotspots: with the help of the map of Fribourg and the pictures in the
questionnaire, make your way to each of the treasure hunt's destination.

Solve the clues: 
Once you have reached at the destination, read and solve the clue. Take a good
look around you - the answer is closer than you think! Check the box beside the
answer you think is the right one (there is only one correct answer per question).
Enter the letter in the corresponding box below. Do this for every answer until
you have found the mystery word.

Back to the tourist office :
Head back to the tourist office to find out if your mystery word is the right one.
There is a reward for everyone who solves all the clues correctly.

THE CHILDREN'S
TREASURE HUNT

The mystery word is...
Patron of
Fribourg

1 3 4

1

5 6 7 8 92

Welcome !



A) The treasure hunt starts at Grand-Places.
1 ¦ Who is the Jean-Tinguely fountain on Grand-Places dedicated to?

B
S
Y

Hubert Audriaz, a Fribourg artist
Jo Siffert, a racing driver
St. Nicolas

B) Head towards the Place Jean-Tinguely.

2 ¦ What is inside this building "Equilibre" ?

U
T
I

zoo
theater
swimming pool

C) Continue towards the two pedestrian streets. 

3 ¦ There is a statue in the middle of the rue de Romont. 
What does it represent? ?

E
S
N

Jean Tinguely

a crying girl
Hubert Audriaz

4 ¦ Walk down the "Rue de Lausanne" towards Nova-Friburgo place.
In which country is there a city with the same name ?

BrazilI

J
C Portugal

Australia

D) Rendez-vous on Place de l'Hôtel de Ville.



5 ¦ What can you see behind the town hall's barriers ?

Q
B
C

bears
linden tree
cannons

6 ¦ How tall is the Cathedral's tower ?

A
I
0

85 meters
60 meters
74 meters

E) Head down to the Old Town...
7 ¦ What is the name of the last remaining wooden bridge ?

L
P
O

pont de berne

pont du Gottéron
pont du Milieu

8 ¦ What is the name of the river wich separates the French- and
the German- speaking parts of Fribourg ?

GlâneT

A
X Gérine

Sarine

9 ¦ What powers the Fribourg funicular (the only one of its kind in
Switzerland) ?

P

A
S wastewater

electricity

petrol



Opening hours: 
mo-fri: 9 am - 6 pm
May-september

sat: 9am - 4 pm
sun: 9.30 am - 1.30 pm
October-April

sat: 9 am - 1 pm
sun: closed
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